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### Title: Zosimo Cielo v. National Labor Relations Commission, Henry Lei and/or Henry
Lei Trucking

### Facts:
Zosimo Cielo worked as a truck driver for Henry Lei Trucking under what was claimed to be
a six-month contract starting June 30, 1984, and ending December 31, 1984. On December
22, 1984, Cielo was formally notified of the termination of his services due to the expiration
of the contract. Cielo filed a complaint with the Ministry of Labor and Employment on
January  22,  1985,  asserting he  had been working since  June 16,  1984,  and thus  had
acquired regular employee status. He alleged that his dismissal stemmed from his refusal to
sign  an  affidavit  under  employer  pressure  which  acknowledged  receipt  of  salary  but
suggested an employer-employee relationship contrary to the contract’s terms. The Labor
Arbiter found in favor of Cielo, ordering reinstatement with back wages, but this decision
was reversed by the National  Labor Relations Commission (NLRC),  which claimed the
contract was valid and expired naturally. Cielo then challenged the NLRC’s decision by
filing a petition for certiorari with the Supreme Court.

### Issues:
1. **Whether Zosimo Cielo was a regular employee or a contractual worker under the terms
of the agreement.**
2. **Whether the contract between Cielo and Henry Lei Trucking was crafted to circumvent
applicable labor laws.**
3. **Whether Cielo’s refusal to sign the affidavit constituted a valid reason for termination.**

### Court’s Decision:
**Issue 1: Employee Status – Regular vs. Contractual**
– *Resolution*: The court held that Cielo was a regular employee. Despite the contract
stipulating a six-month term and denying any employer-employee relationship, the court
deemed Cielo a regular employee per Article 280 of the Labor Code. The court noted that
the activities performed by Cielo were necessary and desirable to the usual business of
trucking.
– *Reasoning*: The court found evidence that the employment arrangement was meant to
disguise a regular employment relationship, noting that Cielo’s duties (truck driving) were
integral to the business, continuous, and not project-based nor seasonal.

**Issue 2: Contract Legality and Evasion of Labor Laws**
– *Resolution*: The court declared the agreement null and void as it was clearly intended to
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evade  labor  laws  protecting  worker  rights,  particularly  those  concerning  regular
employment  and  security  of  tenure.
– *Reasoning*: The court criticized the contract for its attempt to circumvent labor law
provisions using a scheme to regularly hire on a fixed-term basis, thereby denying drivers
the status and benefits of regular employment.

**Issue 3: Grounds for Termination & Affidavit Refusal**
– *Resolution*: The court held that Cielo’s refusal to sign the affidavit did not constitute a
valid ground for termination.
– *Reasoning*: The affidavit was found to be insidiously designed to waive Cielo’s statutory
rights. The refusal to sign it was an act of self-defense against unlawful practice, not a just
cause for termination under Article 282 of the Labor Code.

### Doctrine:
– **Circumvention of Employee Rights**: Employment contracts designed to avoid employee
protections  under  the  Labor  Code,  even  if  they  stipulate  terms  disguising  actual
employment relationships, are void ab initio.
– **Employee Status Determination**: Workers performing necessary and regular duties in
the  employer’s  business  are  considered  regular  employees  regardless  of  contract
stipulations  to  the  contrary.
– **Article 280 Application**: The Labor Code’s provision on regular and casual employment
supersedes contractual terms intended to subvert its intent and public policy goals.

### Class Notes:
– **Key Elements of Regular Employment**:
– *Performing necessary/desirable work*: Integral to business.
– *Continuity*: Non-project-based and non-seasonal.
– **Relevant Legal Provisions**:
– **Article 280, Labor Code**: Defines regular and casual employment.
– **Article 281, Labor Code**: Probationary employment status and conditions.
– **Article 282, Labor Code**: Grounds for lawful termination.
– **Concepts**:
– Fixed-period employment can be struck down if used to circumvent regularization.
– Security of tenure remains protected despite contractual stipulations aimed otherwise.

### Historical Background:
This case reflects and reinforces the Philippines’ labor protection policies especially against
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employment contracts designed to exploit workers’ lack of legal knowledge. It emphasizes
the judiciary’s role in aligning private employment agreements with the social justice tenets
enshrined in the Constitution and labor statutes. The case also illustrates the judiciary’s
vigilance  in  detecting  and  voiding  deceptive  practices  in  employment  agreements,
reinforcing  fair  labor  standards  amidst  evolving  employment  structures.


